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NOVEMBER 16 GOVERNORSHIP ELECTION
IN KOGI STATE:

LET THE VOTES COUNTS
By Idris Miliki Abdul
lections are a complex set of activities
with different variables that act and
feed on one another. It can be describe
as an act of collective decision that occurs in a
stream of connected antecedent and subsequent
behaviour.
It involves the participation of the people in the
act of electing their leaders and their own
participation in governance. Elections are not
necessarily about election day activities
although it forums an importance component. It
encompasses activities before during and after
elections. It includes the legal and
constitutional framework of elections, party
campaigns the activities of the electronic and
Idris Miliki Abdul
print media in terms of access, it also includes
campaign financing the activities of the of the electoral Act or that are not duly elected
security agencies and the government in power. by majority of lawful votes cast at the election,
It includes the independence or lack of it of
or that are unlawfully excluded from the
electoral agencies and organs. It includes the
elections. So there are constitutional and
liberalism or otherwise of the political process
in the country and the independence of legal avenues for seeking redress in cases of
electoral problems and disputes. We
adjudicating bodies of elections.
The 1999 constitution and the 2010 electoral encouraged and continues to ask aggrieve
Act as amended, all acknowledge the persons and parties to approach courts and
possibility of electoral malpractices and Tribunals as the case maybe, for the
irregularities. This essentially explains the ventilation of their grievances instead of
setting up of election petition tribunals to engage in violence.
adjudicate on issues arising from elections.

E

Elections may therefore be questioned on What we can do
grounds that a person whose election is

question not qualified to contest the election, or
that the election is invalid by reason of corrupt

practice or non-compliance with the provisions
//3//

Mapping to identify flash point and
trigger zones through a template that
can be review periodically
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communication messages with Road
shows.
Anybody that perpetrate electoral
violence and malpractice should be
arrested and sanction.

Pro. Antonia Okoosi-Simbine
INEC National Commissioner

The struggle to make the November
Governorship Election problem free must
begin now. To set the stage, Civic Society
Organizations must organize activities
especially voters and civil education across
the state in Kogi, particularly at local
government and senatorial level. This is
important if we must recapture the
imagination of the people and their faith in
the democratic process, with a view to
conducting acceptable election in
November 2019

Multi- stakeholders approach,
Security Agencies Agenda, Civil
Society Activities, Political Parties
Engagement and INEC.
INEC should make sure credible
primaries are conducted by political
parties.

INEC should provide adequate
materials and logistics on time.

Intensive Media engagement,
particularly Radio and Television,
and the media in and out of Kogi State
should not engage in speculative
reportage.

Stakeholders engagement at
Senatorial Level.

Intensive voters' education at each
local government level with strategic

//4//

Malam Mohammed Haruna
INEC National Commissioner
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WELCOME REMARK BY THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF CIVIL SOCIETY
LEGISLATIVE ADVOCACY CENTRE (CISLAC),
MALLAM AUWAL IBRAHIM MUSA (RAFSANJANI) DELIVERED AT THE
LAUNCH OF A RESEARCH TITLED
"INVOLVEMENT OF NIGERIAN SECURITY SERVICES IN THE ELECTORAL
PROCESS: GUARDIAN OR THREAT TO DEMOCRACY?"
ORGANISED IN COLLABORATION
WITH TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL DEFENCE AND SECURITY PROGRAMME
(TI-DSP) AT BOLTON WHITE HOTEL, ABUJA ON THE 27TH OF JUNE, 2019
PROTOCOLS
Distinguished participants, you would agree
with me that our volatile democracy
accompanied by the increasing temptation
and pressure to coerce the security agents
and the desperation to hold on to power by
various previous administrations at all layers
of governance in our democratic life has
exacerbated varying degree of insecurity
which continues to frustrate efforts at
achieving peaceful and secured electoral
process.
While the challenges are major contributory
factors to insecurity in our elections, we
cannot conceal the fact that election
insecurity thrives more in the abusive
deployment of security personnel to
intimidate perceived oppositions and (or)
voters, thereby working to protect the regime
without striking the cord of neutrality.
It is worthy of note that security agents have a
responsibility in ensuring free, fair, credible
and non-violent election. They are required
to guarantee the safety and security of the
electorate, and to secure a neutral political
environment free of intimidation, cohesion,
orviolenceforallstakeholders. Theirconduct
in discharging these functions, as well as the
ability to display such impartiality, is critical to
the outcome of any election. If security
agents are found wanting in any of the above,
citizens may not have confidence in the
electoral process and are likelyto question the
credibility or legitimacy of any government
that comes out of the process. Lack of
credible elections creates instability in the
polity.
//5//

MALLAM AUWAL IBRAHIM MUSA (RAFSANJANI)

The role of security personnel became an
issue after the elections in Ekiti State in 2014
where security agencies became adversarial
in the process and were used to intimidate the
then opposition while at the same time giving
leeway to their principals. Clear revelations
followed, from an active participant on how
directives were given to ensure that the
incumbent wins the election 'by all means
necessary,' yet, no trial nor prosecution
followed that incident despite national outcry
by the citizens.
About 84,004,084 voters registered by INEC in
the 2019 elections, yet we recorded the
lowest turnout of voters since the return to
democracy in Nigeria. Indeed, INEC said it is

«
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the largest database of citizens in Africa and
one of the largest voter registers in the world.
However, in the large number sometimes lies
bad company, like manipulation of votes.
It is worrisome how some political and socio
economic saboteurs and other enemies of our
fledgling democracy take advantage of
unprofessional security practices to fuel
unexpected attacks on innocent voters,
primarily for their selfish and unpatriotic
interest.
Another level of threat emanates from the
perception of the public towards Nigeria's
security agencies, which has undoubtedly
earned the reputation of being a brutal,
corrupt, and inefficient law enforcement
institution willing to mortgage collective
interest for some personal gains. The security
of any nation and its elections cannot be
guaranteed without a robust law enforcement
institution with high level of professionalism.
I must express unreserved worry over the
unhealthy role security agencies played in the
recent general elections and other past
elections since the return to democracy in
1999 and must also commend them where
they have diligently carried out their duties
without fear or favour. We want to use this
medium to urge them to please help protect
and preserve our democracy.
The growing threat to the conduct of safe
elections and the features of elections in
Nigeria aforementioned, is usually the reason
given by respective Nigerian heads of
government for the deployment of the military
in the electoral process. The aim being purely
to support the Police who are not enough per
ratio of the population to midwife electoral
exercises unassisted.
While the complexity, dynamism and
sensitivity associating with political differences
and religious affiliation in the country is
understood, going forward, I call on various
//6//
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Prof. Mahmood Yakubu
INEC Chairman
security agencies and political parties as
well as electorates to tread carefully and
shun unguarded statements that could
result in unwary response or verbal attacks
duringfuture elections.
I encourage all relevant security
authorities to prevent breaches of
fundamental human rights, to protect
public orders and maintain sanity in our
electoral process particularly and our
democracy at large; ensure adequate
protection of citizens' and safety anywhere
in the country before, during and after
electoral exercises in Nigeria.
I therefore urge you to fully participate and
contribute effectively to the debate
following the launch of this report.
I pray we all will continue to work towards
consolidating on our democratic gains.

Mallam Auwal Ibrahim Musa (Rafsanjani)
Executive Director
CISLAC

1.

Context

The Violence Against Persons' Prohibition
Act (VAPPA) gives the National Agency for
the Prohibition of Trafficking in Persons
(NAPTIP) the responsibility of
operationalising and implementing the
VAPP Act 2015. VAPPA is a law passed by
the National assembly.
This limits the scope of
operation to the Federal
Capital Territory (FCT) as
the juridical scope for
laws made in the National
Assembly. State Houses
of Assembly will be
required to pass the law
as suits their governance
context.

many more Ochanyas suffering and dying
unmourned and unaccounted for at a tender
age. Children and adults of both gender are
no longer safe in their homes, schools and
places of worship.

Sexual violation is also a global malaise. The
global outcry over the violations of the bodily
integrity of women, men
and children in spaces
where they traditionally
would be considered safe,
has gripped the public
imagination as can be
deduced from content
analysis of media reports
for example the #MeToo
Movement. Violations of the
bodily integrity of persons
continues to occurs
The challenge however is
transborder. Take for
DAME JULIE OKAH
that the scope of the
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF NAPTIP
example, trafficking in
problem of sexual
persons for sexual and domestic slavery,
violence transcends one single location in
which are perpetuated by hitherto trusted
this case Nigeria's Federal Capital Territory
family and community members (Salihu,
(the FCT). Sex offence and violation remains
2018).
an issue of utmost public interest and
concern across Nigeria as evidenced by the It is in this regard that NAPTIP with support
presence of sexual referral centres in states from the EU funded RoLAC Programme has
such as Kaduna, Lagos and Ekiti. It can developed a sex offender register and
equally be inferred in the year 2018 tragic service provider database. Both serve as
case of the 13 year old Ochanya Ogbanje sources of data on persons reported,
who died following years of sexual abuse arraigned or convicted for sex offence in
within the family The sad fact is there are Nigeria; and a profile of those proving
IIHI
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prevention, protection or rehabilitation
services on sex offence respectively. Given
the context of operation as described, the
conceptualization of the task must therefore
be one which grounds intervention in the
FCT with a view to building partnership
locally, country wide and to enable global
collaborations.
2.
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offender register.

It is not a space for reporting victim or
survivor experience but service providers
that receive such demands can forward data
to NAPTIP for use as appropriate.

The Sexual Offender Register
- What is it?

The Sexual offender register is a
documentation of cases of reported,
arraigned or convicted cases of sex
violations as defined by the VAPP Act 2015.
The register is accessible by members of the
public and security agencies. It has layers of
accessibility with data on those convicted
available directly on the website while other
categories (such as reported, arraigned but
not convicted) can be accessed based on
demand. The sexual offender register will
serve as:
A biometric database to share
transborder verifiable information of
offenders to prevent repeat
offending

As a source to verify profiles of
would be employees in sensitive
positions such as child care and teaching
this assumes that schools have access to
the register
A deterrence to repeat offending or
recidivism, as offenders are named
and shamed

What it is not
A register is not the same as a process for
reporting offender. That is separate but
related as information from reports can be
extracted and documented on the sex

W/

AMINA SALIHU
MacArthur Foundation

3.

The Methodology

Developing the sex offender register and the
service delivery database or register
evolved through a participatory, research
based approach that drew upon experiences
from existing ideas of the tools and globally
accepted best practices. The consultation
began with a major stakeholder convening
on engendering clarity of roles,
responsibilities and commitment to
implementing the VAPP Act, 2015
an
awareness of the objectives of the sexual
offender register and service provider
database, opportunity for stakeholder buy in from the development process stage and
to
elicit proposals and commitment to
engage with the tools when they are
developed.
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The planning evolved with:
Literature review to draw examples
from state level outputs in Nigeria
and global practice.

Opportunities through the internal
working group to validate
stakeholder planning and the draft
concept on the sex offender register
and the service provider database
Technical planning sessions to
discuss with the NAPTIP
information communication and
monitoring teams on creating a
platform to domicile the two outputs
A plan to communicate the
development of the two outputs to
the NAPTIP internal and external
stakeholders including security
agencies.

Development of guiding principles
for service providers

4.

The Design of the Register

The design emerged after due consultation
and review of the literature as evidenced by
section 5 on the register.
What this suggests is that a register should
be more than just paper documentation of
rape or of convicted rapists. Its very
existence should be evidence of a
philosophy of respect for women's bodily
integrity; It should be one that decries a
culture of rape; serves as evidence that rape
is a criminal offence no matter where it
happens whether statutory or not and should
deter behaviour that seeks to violate a
person's bodily integrity whether physically
or psychologically.

The guiding philosophy behind the register is
//9//

PRISCILLA ANKUT
one which enables a safe space where the
onus is not on the survivor to prove the
culpability of being violated. This means that
just because a person is dressed in a certain
way or is at a certain place at a set point,
does not give license to an assaulter to rape
and is a subjective means of measuring why
rape happens.
Therefore, as conceptualized, the sex
offender register draws lessons from local
and international contexts; serves as a living
tool to enable communication and
deterrence; and is designed as a source of
statistical data that is accessible to the
public. The register is an important public
safety tool that will enable the public and law
enforcement agencies make informed
decisions about persons whose names are
in the register and take steps to prevent a
repeat of victimisation as often times sexual
offenders may be repeat offenders.

To populate the register data of convicted,
discharged, arraigned, was drawn from the
Police, the courts and Attorney General's
office including NAPTIP record.

«
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The Register

Typology

Definition

Data type

Convicted

Those
presented to
and found
guilty and
sentenced by
a competent
court of law

1.
2.
3.
4.

Arraigned

Those
presented to
and found not
guilty by a
competent
court of law

1.
2.
3.
4.

Name
Address
DNA
Age when crime
was committed
5. Sex
6. Biometric
7. Bank
Verification
Number (BVN)
8. National
Identification
Number
9. Photo
10. Location of
crime
11. Court convicted
12. Judge
convicting
13. Date convicted
14. Nature of sex
offence
15. Number of times
offended
16. Status: released
or in prison (with
date)
Name
Address
Biometric
Bank
Verification
Number (BVN)
5. National
Identification
Number
6. Photo
7. Location of
crime
8. Court arraigned
9. Judge
10. Date
11. Nature of sex
offence
12. Number of times
offended
13. Date of acquittal

//10//

Custodian
of record
Police and
NAPTIP

Access

Police and
NAPTIP

NAPTIP website

NAPTIP website
Directly accessible to
the public via a link
on the website

Accessible to the
public via a link on
the website but
requires permission

The Perspective

Reported Those reported
to a referral
agency by a
reputable NGO
or CBO or
media/ upright
citizen to have
violated the
bodily integrity
of any person

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Juvenile

1.
2.
3.
4.

A sex offender
found guilty by
a court of law,
but who is
under the age
of 18 at the
time crime was
committed

Vol.4

Name
Address
Age
Sex
Alleged crime
Source of
information

No. 7 July, 2019

Police
NAPTIP website
and
NAPTIP Accessible to the
public via a link on the
website but requires
permission

Name
Police
Address
and
NAPTIP
DNA
Age when crime
was committed
5. Sex
6. Biometric
7. National
Identification
Number
8. Photo
9. Location of crime
10. Court convicted
11. Judge convicted
12. Date appeared in
court
13. Nature of sex
offence
14. Number of times
offended

NAPTIP website
Accessible to the
public via a link on the
website
If he/she goes into
adulthood (18 years)
without any history of
recidivism the data is
taken off the
public
website

Front-end of Sex Offender Register on NAPTIP Website
On the NAPTIP website, interested persons will register and provide password once

directed to http://nsod.tk/login.php This access process allows NAPTIP collect data to track
the traffic to the website and the nature of enquires, see Exhibitl. The public will be told

about the NAPTIP data use policy acceding to this means they agree and can proceed to
search the register.

//11//
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Figure 1a: Website view
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Figure 1b: Data entry mode where search can be conducted

7.

Innovations to the Sex Offender
Database

The Sex Offender Register is designed as a
social security, revenue generation and
repository of data that can be accessed
globally and shared with security agencies. It
is designed to encourage data gathering and
use, sex offence deterrence and make repeat
offending unattractive. The parameters below
operationalise the innovation.
a. Accessible via a public Website
https://www.naptip.gov.ng/
b. A multilevel register comprising those
reported, arraigned, cautioned,
convicted or released.
c. DNA and biometric data of convicted
offenders collected in collaboration with
the Police
d. Global notification system where data
can be shared among security
agencies globally
e. Regular review and report of change in
registration data including notification
on new data
f. Convicted first offenders who do not
have a history of recidivism for a

//12//

decade - may be moved off public
database of those convicted if they
apply. Record however remains to be
viewed based on application
g. Adisclosure scheme forthose who may
not have been convicted but have a
record of arraignment or reportage.
This is by way of a lower but equally
available register of sex offence.
h. Exceptions to the law. Some form of
leniency for convicted juveniles. Their
record on the public register will be
maintained until adulthood and then
move off public interface but data
remains on the database, to be
accessed based on application.
i. The service provider database will be
linked to the register so that the public
can reach those who may be able to
help right after they may have reported
an incidence of abuse.
j. A communication plan to advise the
public especially those employing
workers in homes, schools orphanages
etc., to request would- be employees
to come with a NAPTIP bill of health

The Perspective
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before they are employed.
k. Those searching register for status
validation will pay a token to NAPTIP
for a copy of their query.
8.
Communicating the Register
An early dialogue to enable multi - agency
collaboration is planned. Communication will
target both the internal and external
stakeholders of NAPTIP. Please refer to
section of strategic document on stakeholder
analysis. The website as the public interface
platform, will have clearly marked headers on
the home page menu with links to help users
navigate the database. There will be a
feedback link for complaints, suggestions
and clarifying questions to be raised.
Frequently asked questions will be uploaded
to the website and revised regularly as new
questions are asked and answered vide the
feedback loop on the portal. See Appendix 1
for the FAQ.
The databases / registers will be populated
accordingly with data from NAPTIP and
Police records, a formal launch of the tools is
planned after suitable stakeholder buy - in is
secured.
A law is a necessary but insufficient condition
for change. Sensitization and advocacy to
encourage wide support to the tools and more
importantly prevention of the crime of sex
abuse will remain necessary. Messaging via
popular platforms such as radio and social
media, schools and youth platforms such as
NYSC are part of the communication plan to
build consciousness around respect for
bodily integrity of persons.
A cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT),
approach social learning, group therapy,
psycho-education, prescribing SSRIs (to
reduce sex drive and compulsivity), etc., are
ways to help offenders move away from a life
of repeat offending. The relevant service
providers will be engaged to facilitate this
service.
Media outlets and practitioners, churches
and mosques will be sensitized on the
existence of the register and database
For timely access to information about the
tools, NAPTIP will train staff and create
desk office information on the register and
//13//

database in addition to an online inquiry
portal.
Both tools will be monitored regularly with
information update.

PROF. YEMI OSINBAJO
The Vice President,

Monitoring & Evaluation and
Learning (M & E and L)
Given the description of the front and back
end dual structure of the sex offender and
service provider database platforms, a few
monitoring and evaluation matters arise and
must be noted:
The database is envisaged to run as a
digital tool, which will exist virtually
It will need to be domiciled or hosted in
a safe and secure location that is
agreed by NAPTIP management and
partners
It will require a team to process, and
give feedback, analyse and update
database
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
will need revision
Database will need to be revised and
updated at set times
There must be dedicated human resource to
manage the database. The two departments
most tasked to manage both the service
provider and sex offender database are the
9.
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Pre - Governorship Election Visitation to Conscience for Human Rights
and Conflict Resolution(CHRCR) by YIAGA Africa team, Lokoja
on 10th July, 2019
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The Nigeria Sex Offender and Service Provider registers
Inaugural meeting, Abuja, organized by ROLAC
on 5th - 6th July, 2019

Mode of Survival in Nigeria (Photo Pick), Lokoja
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Information Technology & Monitoring and the
Rehabilitation and Counselling units of
NAPTIP. Among NAPTIP partners, it is
planned that two persons per agency will work
with NAPTIP to serve as members of the
Database Working Group. They will manage
the sex offender register database and the
service provider database and any related
data point.
10.
Risks and Mitigation Strategy
A specific risk to this task is that a number of
agencies may have overlapping
responsibilities with respect to the
implementation of the law and may have
varying if not conflicting views about the
register and service provider database. The
rule of law must equally be kept in view to avoid
possible legal lacunae.
To mitigate this risk, series of interagency
conversations to help create shared
understanding and synergy of roles between
governmental and nongovernmental
stakeholder are planned.
Stakeholders
include the Ministry of Women Affairs, the
Police, Ministry of Justice, Faith based
Organisations, Para Military Agencies,
Community Based Organisations, Non governmental organisations and service
provider organisations.
Recidivism or possibility of repeat offending is
a palpable risk. The sex offender database
therefore plans to apply naming and shaming
technique where register is publicly available,
collect data that cannot be easily changed
such as biometric, DNA print and national
identity numbers. It equally seeks to tackle this
problem by seeking to give relief to minors who
in adulthood do not repeat offend. Working in
a multiagency collaborative helps strengthen
the system to report, refer and prosecute.
At the moment, the criminal justice system from the police to the prisons and courts is not
robust enough to monitor and track offenders.
Therefore, NAPTIP will need to advocate for
options that are easier to follow such as
compelling all offenders to register,
and
notifying them that their status is visible to the
whole world. An option to apply to be moved off
the public register into the archive, after a
decade of non - recidivism.

Annexure
Appendix 1: Frequently Asked Question on
the Sexual Offender Register (Draft)
1.
Q: What is sexual abuse
A: Any conduct which violates, humiliates or
degrades the sexual integrity of any person.
This includes sexual assault, exploitation or
harassment and intimidation. See as defined
in part IV interpretations section 46 of the
VAPP Act, 2015

2.
Q:What is the Sex Offender Register
A: The Sex offender register is a documentation
of cases of reported, arraigned or convicted
cases of sex violations as defined by the VAPP
Act 2015. The register is accessible by
members of the public and security agencies.
It has layers of accessibility with data on those
convicted available directly on the website
while other categories (such as reported,
arraigned but not convicted) can be accessed
based on demand.

Q: What is the penalty for sex offence in
Nigeria
A: As stated in the VAPP Act, 2015, penalty
ranges from imprisonment for life to fines and
now with the sex offender register a convicted
person will be on a list of shame which is
available to anyone in the world to note the
offender's integrity deficit.
3.

Q: Where can we find a copy of the VAPP
Act
A: the VAPP Act is available on the NAPTIP
Website and other websites. If you google the
VAPP Act 2015 you would find the Act,
analysis and related documentation

4.

Q: How does a would -be employee
search for his/her names on the sex
offence register
A: Follow the link on the NAPTIP Website and use
the help button should you have any further
queries.
5.

//16//
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WELCOME REMARKS BY THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF NAPTIP, DAME JULIE OKAH - DONLI
ON THE OCCASION OF BRITISH ROLAC MEETING FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS ACCOUNTABILITY
RESOURCE COMMITTEE AT NEW CHELSEA HOTEL, CBD ABUJA, 5th JULY 2019
PROTOCOLS
I am delighted to welcome all
participants and stakeholders to this
meeting of the Service Providers
Accountability Resource Committee aimed
at drafting rules and Terms of Reference on
how to engage the validated Sex Offenders
and Service Providers Register.
2.
I also commend the efforts of British
ROLAC, the consultant and her team, Front
Dreams Bio-Solution and all our
stakeholders here present for the time taken
to ensure that the process of providing the
Sex Offenders and Service Providers Register
was given desired attention.
3.
You will recall that upon the
enactment of Violence Against Persons
Prohibition Act, NAPTIP was vested with the
responsibility of implementing the contents
of the Act and ensuring involvement of
relevant partners in the FCT and Nigeria in
General. The Act also provides for the
establishment of a Sex Offender Register to
document sex offences. Consequently, this
led to the partnership between NAPTIP and
ROLAC to fulfill this fundamental part of the
Act which we have all worked assiduously to
see to its production and validation.
4.
Ladies and gentlemen, permit me to
inform you that reported cases of sex abuse
and rape have been on the increase and
NAPTIP is vigorously responding to tame the
ugly trend. It has become imperative to put
together a database of sex offenders to avail
the general public of information concerning
such individuals as well as service providers'
database for the benefits of victims of the
crime.
5.
NAPTIP as the custodian of the Sex
Offender Register and Service Providers
Database will continue to ensure that the
project will seethe light ofthe day and would
be sustained to create a proactive measure
in curbing the menace. From all indications,
the database will be a simple and easy to use
electronic based reporting template which is
//17//

DAME JULIE OKAH
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF NAPTIP

a communication loop between service
providers and the general public. The
database will be viewed on NAPTIP website
with links to respective website of each
service provider
6.
May I reiterate that I was reliably
briefed that the team that developed the
database did a comprehensive rundown of
the software before it was validated.
Consequently, it becomes pertinent for the
service providers accountability resource
committee to draft the Terms of Reference
(TOR) and Rule of Engagement to further the
process, hence, the essence of today's
meeting.
7.
Distinguished ladies and gentlemen, I
urge you all to persist in paying close attention
to this project so that we can jointly stem the
tide of sex abuse and incessant incidents of
rape currently on the increase to engender a
better society.
8.
Thank you all and have a fruitful
deliberation.
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A COMMUNIQUE ISSUED AT THE END OF A ONE DAY SUMMIT CONVENED
BY THE CATHOLIC DIOCESES OF LOKOJA AND IDAH ON TUESDAY 9TH JULY 2019
AT IDRINANA HOTEL LOKOJA TO DISCUSS TRENDING SECURITY CHALLENGES
AFFECTING KOGI STATE
1. The security summit was organize by the
catholic Diocese of Lokoja in collaboration with
the Catholic Diocese of Idah to discuss;
The prevailing high level of insecurity in kogi
state, and to bring this concerns to the attention
of the state government and other security
agencies.it also intends to discuss and itemize
trending security concerns in kogi state including
their locations and mode of occurrences and to
come up with useful resolutions towards
addressingthe identified challenges.

2. Some of the identified
security challenges include
herders-farmer conflicts,
communal clashes, armed
robbery, cultism and
thuggery.

curb the menace of insecurity.
Despite efforts by the state government,
the challenge of insecurity is rising and
has
led to a heightened tension
amongthe populace.
Kidnapping for ransom is the lead
criminal activity within the state
perpetuated mostly by herdsmen.
That there are new breeds of herdsmen
different from the hospitable and
friendly herders communities we are

&CURTI. iUMMJT '
r- Cue tarns OW Swewon »«
THE CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF LOKOJA
THE CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF IDAH

3. Critical stakeholders in
attendance at the summit
were the heads of security
agencies, traditional
institutions, and religious
bodies including Christian
Association Nigeria, Council
of Ulama, and the media and
Civil society organizations. The methodology
adopted includes, Paper presentations, Group
discussion, plenary sessions, Questions and
answer sessions, Communique development
and disseminations
4.
We underscore the fact that the security
of lives and properties ofcitizens are the primary
responsibility of government. Other
observations made at the summit include the
following:
Ineffectiveness of
institutional
structures for communal conflict
resolution
The State government under the
administration of His Excellency,
Governor Yahaya Bello and the security
agencies have shown determination to
//18//

used to for ages.
Insecurity in Bassa and Kogi LGA is
worsening and has led to the
displacement of the natives.
That insecurity menace is giving the
state bad name.
That the police has logistics challenges
affecting their smooth operations
within the state.
That it is the Constitutional duty of all
citizens to actively engage the Security
Agencies for effective Policing
The role of traditional institutions in
security has not been as effective as it
should be.
Politicization of security issues is a
growing concern
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Injustice between the leaders and the
led, communities and groups leads to
serious security concerns
It was observed that the high rate of
unemployment and the deplorable
welfare conditions of citizens poses a
serious security concern
The failure of the family institution is
instrumental in fueling insecurity in the
state
Women and children are most often
victims of insecurity

Research, Advocacy and Capacity
building in collaboration with the
security agencies.
The traditional institution's involvement
in the security architecture of the state
must be revisited, improved and be
made effective.
The family institution should be
supported and strengthened to combat
moral decadenceamongtheyouthsand
children.
Government should take deliberate
efforts towards youth empowerment,
employments and citizens' welfare. This
is to help them divert their energy away
from crime but positively contribute to
the growth of the state.
We encourage the Catholic Diocese of
Lokoja to sustain this interface. Other
organizations/Associations/Security
Agencies and even the Government
should be involved in organizing such
forum/summit.

5. At the end of the summit the following
resolutions and recommendations were
made:
There is the need for constant vigilance
by all stakeholders and security agencies
Cordial relationship between citizens
and security agencies especially in the
areas of communication and
information sharing ought to be
deepened.
A rapid resolution of Farmer- Herders
clashes through adequate
compensations should be fairly
implemented.
The need for religious leaders to preach
the message of tolerance among
peoples regardless of culture, ethnicity
orreligion.
Improved Synergy among security
agencies will enhance effectiveness and
prompt response.
Government interventions to security
agencies must be sustained and
enhanced. Attention must be given to
procurement of necessary modern
security facilities.
The need to enforce the rule of law on
identified perpetrators of insecurity to
deter other occurrences.
Security agencies should guarantee the
safety of those who give sensitive
information to improve the confidence
of the citizens on security agents.
We call for the establishment of a
structured and deliberately funded
Peace and Conflict Resolution
Commission. This will focus on

Sign

MOST. REVD. DR. MARTIN D. A.OLORUNMOLU
CATHOLIC BISHOP OF LOKOJA
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INDEPENDENT NATIONAL ELECTORAL COMMISSION

AMENDED TIMETABLE AND SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES FOR KOG1 AND BAYELSA
STATES 2019 GOVERNORSHIP ELECTIONS

SZN

ACTIVITY

I

Notice of election

2

Collection of Forms CF001, CF002 for the election by
Political Parties at INEC Headquarters.
Conduct of Party Primaries including resolution of
disputes arising from the Primaries.

3

4

Commencement of campaign by Political Parties in
public

DATE
I7,h August. 2019
I8,h August, 2019

18lh August - 5,h September,
2019
18th August. 2019

I

REMARKS
Section 30 (l) of the Electoral Act, 2010 provides
not later than 90 davs before the election.
Collection by Political Parties to be issued to their
candidates.
To enable Political Parties democratically nominate
candidates for the election as required by Section 87
of the Electoral Act, 20 IO
Section 99( I) of the Electoral Act, 2010 provides 90
days before polling day.

No. 7 July, 201 9

In exercise of the powers conferred on the Independent National EIec:orai Commission (hereinafter referred to as "the Commission”) by the
Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 (as amended,. .' n ■: :c Electoral Act, 2010 (as amended) and of all other Powers
enabling it in that behalf, the Commission hereby issues this Timeuc.. wi Schedule of Activities for Governorship Elections in Kogi and
Bayelsa States:

//oz//
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By virtue of Section 178(2) of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 (as amended) and Section 25(8) of the Electoral Act,
2010 (as amended), election into the office of a State Governor shall hold not earlier than One Hundred and Fifty (150) days and not later
than Thirty (30) days before the expiration of the term of office of the last holder. The Commission is, by virtue of Section 30(1) of the
Electoral Act, 2010 (as amended), expected to issue Notice for the election not later than ninety (90) days before the date of the election.

The Perspective

The tenure of the Governor of Kogi State will expire on the 26,h day of January, 2020 while the tenure of the Governor of Bayelsa State
will expire on the 13,h day of February, 2020. Pursuant to the provisions of Section 178(1) and (2) of the Constitution of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria, 1999 (as amended) and Section 25 (7) and (8) of the Electoral Act, 2010 (as amended), the earliest date for the election
into the office of Governor. Kogi State, shall be the 31s’ day of August, 2019 and the latest date for the election shall be the 28th day of
December, 2019. For Bayclsa State, the earliest date for the election to the office of Governor shall be the 17th day of September, 2019 and
the latest date for the election shall be the 15th day of January, 2020.

5

Last day for submission of Forms CF001 and CF002 at
the INEC Headquarters.
Publication of Personal Particulars of candidates
i CF001) and list of candidates.

6

7
8

9

16,h September, 2019

23'"1 September, 2019

2nd October, 2019
3,d October. 2019
17* October. 2019

Publication of Notice of Poll

2Bd November, 2019

12

2nd November, 2019

13

Last day for submission of names of Polling Agents for
the Election to the Electoral Officer
Last day for campaigns

14“ November. 2019

14

Date of election

16* November. 2019

Note: (I) Run ofT election to the office of Governor of a State (if any) will be held within 21 days after the announcement of the
result of the election in accordance with Section 179 of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 (as
amended -4lh Alteration).
(ii) This Timetable and Schedule of Activities supersedes the one issued on 9lh April, 2019.
Dated this ..V^9..... day of May, 2019

Scanned with
C

, r-,

r

Mrs. Rose Oriaran-Anthony
Secretary to the Commission

2
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Section 45 of the Electoral Act, 2010 provides not
later than 14 days before the election.
Section 99(1) of the Electoral Act, 2010 provides 90
days for commencement of campaigns by Political
parties and end of same 24 hours before polling day.
Section 178(l)&(2) of the Constitution of the
Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 (as amended) and
Section 25(8) of the Electoral Act, 2010 (as
amended) empower the Commission to appoint a
date for the Governorship election not earlier than
150 days and not later than 30 days before the
expiration of the term of office of the last holder of
that office.
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Section 31(1) of the Electoral Act. 2010 provides
for not later than 60 days before the election.
Section 31(3) ot the Electoral Act, 2010 provides
for publication within 7 days of the receipt of Form
CF001
Section 35 of the Electoral Act, 2010 provides not
later than 45 days to the election.
To enable Political Parties comply with Section
3 2( 1) of the Electoral Act, 2010 (as amended)
Section 20 of the Electoral Act, 2010 provides not
later than 30 days before the election.
Section 34 of the Electoral Act, 2010 provides at
least 30 days before the day of election.
Section 46 of the Electoral Act, 2010 provides not
later than 14 days before the election.

The Perspective
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10

Last day for withdrawal by candidate(s)/replacement of
withdrawn candidate(s) by Political Parties.
Last day for the submission of Nomination forms by
Political Parties.
Publication of official Register of Voters for the
election.
Publication of final list of nominated candidates.

9,h September, 2019
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THE NIGERIA SEX OFFENDER REGISTER
The national outcry over sexual violence and assault on
the body of women, men and children in spaces where
they traditionally should be considered safe, has been
the subject of public conversations in recent years. For
example, trafficking in persons for sexual and domestic
slavery, which is perpetuated by hitherto trusted family
and community members, sexual exploitation and
abuse of minors, rape of women, girls and boys with
impunity in the home, school and places of worship.
These violations of the bodily integrity of persons
continue to occur locally, nationally and transborder in
all social spaces. This can be seen from the content of
media reports, courtjudgments, police reports, national
and global movements such as the
#EndWarOnNigerianWomen, #MeToo and ftTimeUp.
If sex offence transcends borders, then it will require
collaboration across locations and sectors. If it is
occurring in social spaces then the law will be necessary
but not enough to checkmate this menace.
This is why NAPTIP working with a Multi Agency team
has developed the digital sex offender register to name
and shame sexual offenders and to deter potential
offenders. This is in line with the provisions of sections
1(4) and 40 (2) of the Violence Against Persons
Prohibition (VAPP) Act 2015, Alongside the sex offender
register is a database of service providers- professionals
and care givers who citizens reporting sexual violence,
survivors and even perpetrators can approach for advice
and support.

What is the Sex Offender Register?
The Sex offender register is a documentation of
reported cases, tried or convicted cases of sex violations
orabuses as defined bythe VAPP Act, 2015.The register
is accessible to members of the public and security
agencies. It has data on those convicted, available
directly on the website while other categories (such as
those reported, arraigned or tried but not convicted)
can be accessed based on demand.
Any conduct which violates, humiliates or degrades the
sexual integrity of any person is termed sexual abuse or
violation. This includes sexual assault, exploitation or
harassment and intimidation as defined in part IV
interpretations section 46 of the VAPP Act, 2015. The
register, will serve as a tool to name and shame those
convicted or reported to have engaged in sexual abuse
orexploitation.
Would - be employers especially those working with
//22//

vulnerable citizens, such as children, young adults and
persons with disabilities, are encouraged to carry out
background checks for the applicants.
What is the Service Provider Register or Database?
The service provider register or database will exist side
by side with the sex offender register. The service
provider register is a collation of governmental, non
government, faith based, voluntary and charitable
associations/ institutions or individuals providing
shelter, homes, counseling, legal, financial, vocational,
educational, psycho social, medical or other assistance
to victims and survivors of all forms of domestic and sex
related violence, as captured in the VAPP Act, that are
working nationwide in Nigeria. Service providers are
registered with appropriate government agencies
underthe provision of VAPP Act 2015 or any similar law
also applicable in the service provider's area of coverage
or state of jurisdiction. They have demonstrated
capacity and can show evidence of service provision.
The database is a simple, easy to use electronic based
reporting template, which also serves as a
communication loop between service providers, the
public, NAPTIP and security agencies.
- Members of the public can confirm the status
of an organisation as a service provider.
- Search for and reach registered service
providers to communicate cases that may
require their intervention.
- The service provider database is viewed on
NAPTIP website.
We encourage you to register your organisation or
nominate one via https://bit.lv/2WNfkkQ
Please note that before an organisation is added to the
database, due diligence will be conducted to ensure that
the organisation qualifies as a service provider.

For more information: Visit: www.naptip.gov.ng
To report incidences: Send text to: 627
Call:
0800CALL NAPTIP (charges apply)
07030000203 (toll free)
Email: Reportsexoffence(5)Naptip.gov.ng
(ACTIVE BY AUGUST 2019)
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KOGI STATE BUDGET ESTIMATES, 2019
EXPENDITURE DETAILS.
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Kogi State Government
023400100100 MINISTRY OF WORKS AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT YEAR 2019 EXPENDITURE BUDGET DETAILS

Economic

21010101 SALARY

Sub Total 1
OVERHEAD COSTS

Revised
Estimates 2018

Budget 2019

Actual 2018

477,935,913

165,654,036

346,967,103

477,935,913

165,654,036

346,967,103

22020101 LOCALTRAVELS AND TRANSPORT - TRAINING

400,000

0

400,000

4,200,000

1,500,000

300,000

22020204 ELECTRICITY BILL/CHARGES

300,000

0

300,000

22020205 TELEPHONE CHARGES

300,000

0

300,000

22020102 TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT

1,400,000

1,200,000

1,400,000

22020308 UNIFORMS AND OTHER CLOTHINGS

300,000

0

200,000

22020310 DRAWING OFFICE AND SURVEY MATERIALS

500,000

0

200,000

22020315 PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS

100,000

0

100,000

22020319 PRINTING OF BUDGET STATISTICS AND
PLANNING DOCUMENTS
22020333 PRINTING OF FILES JACKETS

100,000

100,000

100,000

500,000

70,000

200,000

50,000

0

50,000

22020301 OFFICE STATIONERY/COMPUTER CONSUMABLE

22020334 PRINTING OF RECEIPTS
22020350 PRINTING OF FORMS
22020401 MAINTENANCE OF MOTOR
VEHICLE/TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT
22020402 MAINTENANCE OF OFFICE FURNITURE AND
FITTINGS
22020403 MAINTENANCE OF OFFICE BUILDING /
RESIDENTIAL QTRS
22020404 PURCHASE/MAINTENANCE OF
PLANTS/GENERATORS
22020408 MAINTENANCE OF HEAVY DUTY EQUIPMENT

100,000

0

100,000

3,000,000

2,200,000

2,500,000

1,200,000

1,200,000

600,000

200,000

100,000

300,000

500,000

350,000

500,000

500,000

151,000

300,000

22020409 WORKSHOP MAINTENANCE

300,000

100,000

100,000

22020419 MAINTENANCE & REPLACEMENT OF
FURNITURE AND FITTINGS IN GOVT. QUARTERS
22020501 LOCAL TRAINING

200,000

100,000

100,000

800,000

0

800,000

22020653 MINOR WORK (ALL MINISTRRIES)

200,000

0

100,000

22020654 DRAWING OFFICE EQUIPMENT (ELECT)
TESTING INSTRUMENT (ELECT)
22020656 WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & CONFERENCES

200,000

0

200,000

300,000

0

500,000

22020658 PROJECT MONITORING AND EVALUATION

300,000

300,000

300,000

22020679 OFFICE AND GENERAL EXPENSES

1,200,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

22020698 FIRE SERVICES DEPARTMENT GENERAL
EXPENSES
22020704 CONSULTANCY SERVICES

500,000

500,000

500,000

100,000

0

100,000

22020721 ROAD OPENING

300,000

0

250,000

22020729 HOSTING OF NATIONAL/STATE MEETINGS

200,000

0

200,000

22020758 TENDER, PUBLICITY AND ADVERTISEMENT

300,000

300,000

300,000

22020801 MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL COST

100,000

100,000

200,000

22020803 PLANTS/GENERATOR FUEL COST

800,000

800,000

1,200,000

22020907 REFUNDS OF VARIOUS EXPENSES

100,000

100,000

100,000

22021001 REFRESHMENT, MEALS AND HOSPITALITY
(MEETING EXPENSES)
22021004 MEDICAL EXPENSES/REFUND (LOCAL)

500,000

500,000

500,000

300,000

0

300,000

22021006 WELFARE PACKAGES

100,000

100,000

100,000
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EXPENDITURE DETAILS.

22021009 MEDICAL EXPENSES/REFUND (INTERNATIONAL)

300,000

0

300,000

22021013 PROMOTION EXF^NSES

100,000

100,000

200,000

22021015 BURIAL EXPENSES

400,000

400,000

2,000,000

22021020 HIV/AIDS PROGRAMM

350,000

0

100,000

22021021 GRANTS/CONTRIBUTION AND SUBVENTION

100,000

0

100,000

22021098 STAFF WELFARE

200,000

200,000

200,000

21,900,000

11,471,000

17,600,000

100,000,000

382,205,256

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

6,000,000

0

6,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

50,000,000

0

50,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

500,000,000

0

300,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

200,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

80,000,000

100,000,000

0

80,000,000

50,000,000

0

50,000,000

50,000,000

0

50,000,000

90,000,000

0

40,000,000

600,000,000

200,000,000

400,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

80,000,000

100,000,000

0

80,000,000

100,000,000

0

80,000,000

100,000,000

0

80,000,000

100,000,000

490,629,955

280,000,000

90,000,000

0

90,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

400,000,000

100,000,000

Sub Total 2
CAPITAL ESTIMATES
00170000040101 Purchase of Earthmoving Equipment of
Buldozers, Lowbird, Excavator, Tippers and Graders for
the Board (TPDB)
00130000030143 Purchase of 6 Nos. Fire Engines and Fire
Fighting Equipment.
00130000030144 Supply/lnstallation of Fire Extinguishers
to Government House and MDAs Office in Lokoja
00060000020107 Provision of Basic Equipment For The
Survey/Design Unit of M.O.W, Lokoja
00140000010107 Lokoja-Banda-Karara-lzih OhonoJamata-Koton-Karfe Electrification Scheme
00170000010192 Establishment of
Material/Building/Testing Laboratory
00170000010235 Construction/Beautification of Lokoja
Round About
00170000010104 On-going Construction of
Ankpa/lmane/Mabene/Okpo Road (30km)
00170000010105 Construction of Ankpa/Ogodo/Akwu
Acharane Road
00170000010106 Construction of Otokiti Ganaja By pass
mutlti-Lane carriage way (BD)
00170000010108 Construction of Ayere/Ogidi-Kabba
Road - Including Culverts & Bridges (17km)
00170000010109 Rehabilitation of Idah/Onyedega Road
(32km)
00170000010113 Construction of Effo/Takete -Ide/Ahara
Otafun Road
00170000010114 Construction of Dekina/Olowa/AbochoOgbabede with a spur to Agada Road (46km)
00170000010115 Construction of Mopa Township Road
(9.295km)
00170000010117 Construction of lyara Odokoro Road
(12.1km)
00170000010121 Koton-Karfe-Kpareke Osuku
Achara/Tawari-Gegu Road (40.5km)
00170000010124 Construction of Ebiya
Patesi/Adogo/Unosi Road
00170000010125 Asphalt overlay of new
Market/Muritala Mohammed /Barrack/ Kabba Junction
Road (20.75kms)(BD)
00170000010126 Construction of Isanlu Township Road
(2.5km)
00170000010129 Construction of Anyigba Township Road
(Lot III)
00170000010137 Construction of Oguma-Kpanche
Ikende-Abeju-Kolo Road (60km)
00170000010194 Construction of Abejukolo Township
Road and Dualization (3.6km)
00170000010140 Construction of Idrisu-Okpotala-BagajiAjokpachi Road (19.5km)
00170000010141 Construction and Dualization of Ankpa
Township Rd phase l&ll (6.5km)
00170000010143 Odugbo-Mozum Road including 3&4
Span Bridges (27km)
00170000010144 Ashpalt overlay of Ageva-Ogori Road
(12km)
00170000010146 On-going Construction of Idioro Ayede
-Ogale Road (13km)
00170000010149 On-going Construction of IdahUgwolawo-Ejule-Anyigba Road (55.5km)
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00170000010155 Construction of Agassa Upogoro Okene Road (805km)
00170000010161 17No. Selected Road From Eastern
Senatorial Districts
00170000010162 Some Selected Road From Western
Senatorial Districts
00170000010163 Selected Road From central senatorial
Districts.
00170000010164 Construction/ Rehabilitation of Lokoja
Township Roads
00170000010165 Construction of Ogaminana Eboga
Ipaku-Kuroko Juction (4km)
00170000010177 Construction of Hassan Katsina Road
(House of Assembly) (112km)
00170000010178 Construction of Ofugo-ika lloni Ichala
Icheke Road (35km)
00170000010179 Construction of Felele Agbaja Road
(28km)
00170000010181 Construction of Access road to School
of Disable lyale (2.5km)
00170000010182 Construction of
Ogaminana/Obangede/Okaito/Kabba Junction Road
(9.4km)
00170000010183 Construction of Lions Club-Geregu Road
(4.974km)
00170000010184 Ogugu Akenogbolo Link Road (15km)

700,000,000

500,000,000

400,000,000

100,000,000

300,000,000

50,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

100,000,000

23,012,810

50,000,000

500,000,000

1,000,000,000

200,000,000

500,000,000

200,000,000

450,000,000

200,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

90,000,000

100,000,000

0

90,000,000

30,000,000

0

30,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

00170000010201 On-going Construction of Okura
Township Road (2.2km)
00170000010202 On-going Construction of Lokoja Ward
"A" Township Road (4.73km)
00170000010203 On-going Dualization of Dekina
Township Road (8.3km)
00170000010204 On-going Construction of AjagwumuOdu Ofomu/Odu-Ogboyaga Road (9.5km)
00170000010206 On-going Construction of Ponyan-lrele
Road (2km)
00170000010205 On-going Construction of Odenyi
Oguma/Sheria Road (16.0km)
00170000010207 Reconstruction of Ankpa-Abejukolo
Road (56km)
00170000010148 Construction of Banda Road

60,000,000

0

60,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

500,000,000

0

125,000,000

20,000,000

0

20,000,000

500,000,000

0

400,000,000

500,000,000

0

300,000,000

00170000010111 Construction of Internal Road Network
of Kogi Poly & phase II Gate II
00170000010103 Completion of Idah/Okpachala/Ajegwu
Road
00170000010136 Asphat overlay of Anyigba-lyaleAbejukolo Road
00170000010127 Construction of Oziokutu IhimaObangede Road
00170000010123 Completion of Egume ElubiOgodu/Ofugo Road
00170000010217 Reconstruction of Anyigba-Dekina Road

0

0

5,000,000

80,000,000

0

50,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

100,000,000

19,958,741

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

00170000010218 Construction of OdoEre/Okunran/Okoloke/lsanlu Esa Road (14km)
00170000010224 Construction of Okene Township Road

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

150,000,000

141,241,195

50,000,000

00170000010226 Construction of Ogori/Magongo
Township Road
00170000010227 Construction of Obehira
Okengwe/lhima Township Road
00170000010229 Construction of Oguma/Gboloko
Township Road
00170000010230 Construction of lyara Township Road

150,000,000

400,000,000

100,000,000

500,000,000

0

450,000,000

400,000,000

0

300,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

200,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

00170000010239 Construction of Idoji-Ahache-Agassa
Road
00170000010240 Construction of Adavi-Eba-lkuchiObeiba Road
00170000010241 Construction of Karaworo-Patrick Adava
Road
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00170000010242 Construction of Inoziomi-lresuha-Etahi
Road
00170000010243 Construction of Ekuku-ldoma-Obehira
Road
00170000010244 Construction of AdaviEba/Egge/lrivochinomi/Okunchi Road
00170000010247 Construction of Shintaku to Dekina
(Bassa LG A)
00170000010248 Construction of Kupa Kakanda-lgbaja
Road
00170000010249 Construction of Abejukolo to the Benue
Boundary Road
00170000010250 Construction of Shuku-Akutupa-lke
Road
00170000010251 Construction of 1 ke-Taki-lluke Road

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

600,000,000

0

400,000,000

100,000,000

0

80,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

272,000,000

0

50,000,000
50,000,000

100,000,000

0

00170000010252 Construction of Igori-lghun-Tata Road

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

00140000010104 Street Lighting

300,000,000

583,556,500

150,000,000

50,000,000

0

50,000,000

50,000,000

0

50,000,000

150,000,000

0

100,000,000

150,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

500,000,000

200,000,000

450,000,000

300,000,000

100,000,000

100,000,000

500,000,000

200,000,000

400,000,000

50,000,000

0

0

00060000030102 Repairs/Maintenance Of Plants &
Equipment
00010000040101 Rehabilitation/Equipping of Central
Mechanic Workshop, Lokoja
00170000010139
Reconstruction/Dualization/Rehabilitation of Idah
Township Road phases 1 & II
00170000010147 On-going Reconstruction of Kabba
Township Road phase 1
00170000010169 Asphalt Overay of Egbe Township Road
00170000010175 Rehabilitation of Koton-karfe Township
Road II (4.46km)
00170000010176 Asphalt Overlay of lyamoye-Jege-ljowa
Road to Isanlu (71km)
00170000010199 Construction of Ekirin Ade/Ohun/lfeOlukotu Road/Ekinrin-Ade Township Road
00170000010236 Rehabilitation of Ibana
Junction/lkeje/Ogugu/Ette Road
00060000030116 Rehabilitationand Asphalt Overlay and
Street Light Chari-Maigumeri Barracks Ring Road
00140000010103 Street Lighting (Road)

0

0

200,000,000

00170000010301 Construction of Etutepe-OnukpeOganenigu-Ajaqwugu-Odu Ofumu Road
00170000010302 Construction of Oke-Giro Road
(Kabba/Bunu LGA)
00170000010303 Construction of Odugbo - Ujuah - Lando
Road
00170000010304 Construction of Kpereke-AdinjereGbagbada Road
00170000010305 Construction of Odogwu-Ejule OnuNwajala Road
00170000010306 Government Intervention on Extension
of Trunk Line Across the State (SIP)
00170000010307 Construction of Upake/Obabara Road

200,000,000

0

50,000,000

200,000,000

0

200,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

100,000,000

0

50,000,000

50,000,000

0

50,000,000

438,550,000

0

50,000,000

150,000,000

0

50,000,000

00170000010308 Construction of Ozuma-UdiannechiEreh Road
00170000010309 lyah-Kakun-Obale-_kowaopa Road
Kabba (12KM)
00170000010220 Onyedega-Ujeh Road (42km)

700,000,000

0

100,000,000

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

0

0

100,000,000

00130000030169 Construction of Office Complex for
Town Planning and Development Board
00060000030104 Site and Services

0

0

70,000,000

0

0

20,000,000

00090000010111 Urban Renewal Projects

0

0

30,000,000

00130000030142 Construction and Equipping of Fire
Stations in Lokoja, Idah, Okene and Anyigba
00170000010116 Construction of Kabba Olelluke Road
(38.5km)
00170000010310 Construction of Barki-ldichi-Spur
Enyinarl to Okene Eba to Ahache

0

0

100,000,000

0

0

100,000,000

0

0

200,000,000

16,186,550,000

5,140,604,457

11,766,000,000

16,686,385,913

5,317,729,493

12,130,567,103

Sub Total 3
Total
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CONSCIENCE FOR HOMAN RIGHTS AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION (CHRCR)
Whereas, the majority of the Nigerian Society suffering various forms of violence, conflict and indignity to their person?
Realising the need to campaign for the promotion of human rights and peaceful co-exisitence. The Conscience for Human
Rights and Conflict Resolution (CHRCR) based in Lokoja, Kogi State now replace the formal Centre for Human Rights and
Conflict Resolution as part of our growth and status the need to make expansion the Conscience now replace the Centre. The
Conscience for Human Rights and Conflict Resolution is incorporated Limited by Guarantee RC: 1582014 on 6th May,
2019.
NETWORKS

We are members of the following networks of organizations;
Electoral Reform Network (ERN), Freedom of Information Coalition (FOI), Network on Community Radio ( NCR), Citizen
Forum for Constitutional Reform (CFCR), Citizen Wealth Platform (CWP), National Coalition on Affirmative Action
(NCAA), Partners Against Violent Extremism (PAVE), Civil Society Network against Corruption (CSNAC), Budget
Monitoring and Advocacy Group (BMAG), PLAC/Situation Room, Global Network on Investigative Journalism (GNIJ),
Network on Police Reform in Nigeria (NOPRIN), Network on Anti-corruption, Transparency and Accountability (NATA)
etc.

ORGANIZATIONALACTIVITIES

Our activities includes the following; Peace and conflict resolution, Elections monitoring/observation, Gender advocacy,
Voters education, Legislative lobbying and engagement, Budget Advocacy, Security and counter terrorism advocacy.
Our major instrument of advocacy is through the media engagement which include both print and electronic. We conduct
training, facilitation and we network with various organizations which includes but not limited to NGO/CSO, Labour Union,
Women Groups, Youth Association and Community Based Organisations. We also partner with National and International
Agencies.
Between 2009 - 2014, we introduce to the Kogi State Assembly GENDER AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY BILLS which
was passed in March 2014 into Law after rigorous lobbying. The Bill was the first in the Northern Nigeria and also the third in
the Federation as part of the effort to domesticate Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discriminations against
Women (CEDAW).
We also led the process that culminated in the passage of FREEDOM OF INFORMATION BILL (FOI) which was also
passed into law in 2013 to enhance transparency and accountability in governance, the first of its kind in Nigeria at State
level.

We co-ordinated Voters Registration Observations in the entire 21 Local Governments of the Kogi State in 2011 in
partnership with Alliance for Credible Elections (ACE).
We also co-ordinated for Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC), it Anti-Corruption Revolution Anchor in the
North Central.
We work on Countering Violence Extremism (CVE)
We coordinated VOTE NOT FIGHT, ELECTION NO BE WAR, a voter's education prgoramme targeting the youths and
their influential against electoral violence in Kogi State during the 2015 General elections supported by National Democratic
Institute (NDI).
We also facilitated Foreign Observers for IRI in Kogi State during the Presidential and National Assembly elections.
Currently implementing a Project on Anti-corruption, Transparency and Accountability in Elections in partnership with
Yar'Adua Foundation with the support of MacArthur Foundation.
PUBLICATIONS

We research and published a book on the plight ofwidows in the Northern Nigeria titled WAILING WIDOWS.
Monthly publication ofTHE PERSPECTIVES Magazine.
Annual Budget Pull-Out of selected MDAs in Kogi State.
A Weekly Radio Programme on the Prime FM(101.5) by 9:00-10:00am, J imgbe - Lokoj a.
PARTNERS

We partners with the following organizations;
International Republican Institute (IRI), National Democratic Institute (NDI ), UNDP/DGD, Alliance for Credible Elections
(ACE), Civil Society Legislative Advocacy Centre (CSLAC), Institute of Peace and Conflict Resolutions (IPCR),Kogi State
House of Assembly, European Union Technical Assistance to Nigeria's Evolving Security Challenges
(EUTANS),Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC),International Centre on Counter terrorism (ICCT), Policy
and Legal Advocacy Centre (PLAC)/Situation Room, Citizen Wealth Platform (CWP), Centre for Social Justice (CSJ),
Yar'Adua Foundation and MacArthur Foundation.
SECRETARIAT ADDRESS:

Jelesinmi Memorial Plaza, 2, Chris Ali Close, by Muritala Muhammed Way, Lokoja, Kogi State, Nigeria.
Tel: 08038884367,09038115284 Website: www.resolutioncentre.ng E-mail: resolutioncentre@yahoo.co.uk
Facebook: CHRCRPerspective Twitter: @CHRCRPerspectiv
D-U-N-S No: 561346357
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